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A Blossoming Home
Spring is marching on and Summer vacations are nearing. Due to 
the extraordinary circumstances, the Spring celebrations may not 
be held, and they will be celebrated in new ways either alone, with 
one’s family, in small groups or via remote connections.

Be a great magician who reveals beauty as Spring arrives. Imagine 
that your home is blossoming and all sorts of strange plants are 
springing up on the walls, door handles, windowsills, roof and 
the edge of the floor. Flowers, twisting vines, teeny-tiny sprouts 
and large leaves are growing out of the mailbox, out of the closet 
and in vases. Can you make a jungle, or will your make a floral 
arrangement in a vase? Perhaps amongst the plants there is a little 
bird building her nest or an insect waking up; there is a pond 
where fishes swim flowing from a crack on the floor.

INSTRUCTIONS
Observe the shapes and colours of plants and flowers outdoors and 
from the links in this exercise. Invent your own imaginary plants 
and craft them out of paper and cardboard. As your materials, use 
coloured paper, recycled cardboard, magazines and papers you’ve 
painted. You can also recycle your discarded painting experiments 
or old drawings you no longer wish you keep.
Out of paper and cardboard, cut out shapes of different sizes and 
shapes out of which you will put together the plants. You can get a 
strong stem for your plants by rolling a piece of paper into a pipe 
or a straw.
Decorate your home with your hand-crafted plants. Attach them 
to suitable places around the house with tape, blue-tack or tie 
them with string and enjoy Spring at home!

DESIGN
9-11years

What you need Goal
coloured papers, recycled card-
board, magazines and paper 
you’ve painted yourself
glue
scissors
tape, blue-tack or string

The goal is to learn to make 
three-dimensional objects out 
of two-dimensional ones

Plants native to Finland, species search engine
Inspiring examples of paper art
Listen to Spring birdsong
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http://www.luontoportti.com/suomi/fi/kukkakasvit/
https://www.designandpaper.com/10-incredible-paper-artists-europe/
https://yle.fi/aihe/artikkeli/2018/05/03/valvo-kevainen-yo-kanssamme-the-dawn-chorus-linnunlaulujen-aamu?utm_campaign=yleluonto&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook

